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New product success is often attributed to intuition. Yet, while some products born from intuition do make it big, many
others crash and burn. The reason is that intuition is only one aspect of new product development. The other key
ingredient of success is having a business model that outlines the ways in which new products will create market value.
This book offers a systematic approach to identifying market opportunities and developing breakthrough business
models. It outlines the key principles of business model generation, presents a value-based framework for developing
viable new offerings, and provides a set of practical tools for creating a meaningful value proposition that drives market
success. The business model framework outlined in this book applies to a wide range of companies—startups and
established enterprises, consumer-packaged-goods companies and business-to-business enterprises, high-tech and lowtech ventures, online and brick-and-mortar entities, product manufacturers and value-added service providers, nonprofit
organizations and profit-driven companies. Practical, actionable, and succinct, The Business Model is the essential
reference and how-to guide for everyone seeking to achieve market success: from entrepreneurs to experienced
managers, from senior executives to product designers, from those creating new market offerings to those improving on
existing ones. This book is for those passionate about building great products that create market value and disrupt
industries.
This pioneering book explains how a whole organisation can come together to evolve an entirely new way of being in the
world. It introduces the Holonomic Circle, a new tool which provides a holistic framework for designers, corporate
executives, creative leaders and those starting a new business or initiative to explore the principles underlying the
dynamics of soulful customer experiences. The insights from the authors will help you take a radically new approach to
customer experience design; fully integrate purpose, goals and strategy with customer experience; implement human
values across the whole organisation; and develop long-term and more meaningful relationships with your customers.
Customer Experiences with Soul: A New Era in Design provides the guidance needed for developing, structuring and
implementing customer experiences with soul, helping you to build and grow authentic businesses and organisations
which honour what it is to be human in our world.
Am Anfang war die Idee und sie befand sich im Kopf eines Schweizers: Alexander Osterwalder entwickelt ein Modell zur
Geschäftsmodellinnovation. Ebenso sperrig wie der Begriff waren bisherige Publikationen zum Thema. Doch die Idee in
Osterwalders Kopf ist eine revolutionäre und pflügt das Feld der Geschäftsmodellinnovation vollkommen um: Was, wenn
man sein Geschäftskonzept einfach visualisieren könnte? Skizzieren, kleben, malen - ganz wie ein Künstler! Zusammen
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mit 470 hellen Köpfen aus aller Welt feilt Osterwalder weiter an seiner Idee, bis sie schließlich als Business Model
Canvas das Licht der Welt erblickt. Heute bringt sie sogar Unternehmen wie Deloitte, Capgemini und 3M bei, wie man
eherne Regeln bricht, wenn man im Wettbewerb neue Maßstäbe setzen will.
Business Model GenerationA Handbook for Visionaries, Game Changers, and ChallengersJohn Wiley & Sons
We’re all struggling to find time in our lives, but somehow there’s never enough to go around. We’re too tired to think,
too wired to focus, less efficient than we want to be, and guilty about not getting enough time with our loved ones. We all
know that we feel starved for time, but what are we actually doing about it? Precious little. In The Art of Stopping Time,
New York Times bestselling author Pedram Shojai guides us towards success with what he calls Time Prosperity—having
the time to accomplish what you want in life without feeling compressed, stressed, overburdened, or hurried. So how do
we achieve this Time Prosperity? We learn to Stop Time. To do that, Shojai walks us though a 100-day Gong, which is
based on the Chinese practice of designating an amount of time each day to perform a specific task. The ritual helps you
become mindful, train your mind, instill new habits, and fundamentally transform your relationship with time. We can find
moments of mental awareness while in the shower, eating a snack, listening to podcasts, and even while binge-watching
our favorite TV shows. He shares how to use Gongs to reprogram your habits, reduce stress, increase energy, exercise
the ancient practice of mindfulness, and become a master of your time. Whether you do one per day, a bunch at a time,
or read the whole book in one sitting, practicing the Gongs is a dedicated act of self-love that snaps us out of our daily
trance and brings the light of awareness to our consciousness. The more we practice, the more we wake up, and the
better off we are.
This book finally gives innovators an alternative to the painful writing of business plans. Not only an alternative but also a
more effective, faster and easier way to convince investors and decision-makers: the Opportunity Case is a more userfriendly way of analyzing and presenting a project, which has been quickly adopted by many multinational corporations,
public sector organizations as well as start-ups. It also addresses a central problem in existing businesses: many people
have good ideas but very few of these innovations are actually implemented. The content of this book proposes the first
practical process that has been demonstrated to boost innovation by up to 56%. "Winning Opportunities" presents the
IpOp Model that outlines in a very concrete and down-to-earth way, the core process of innovation that successful
entrepreneurs and intrapreneurs use, even unconsciously. The model acts as a simple hands-on guide for innovators
who want to increase their chances of success. This structured and user-friendly roadmap helps innovators turn an idea
into a tangible opportunity, outline measurable deliverables, learn how to address all the key issues critical to the success
of their project, and identify early in the process whether an opportunity is worth pursuing. To illustrate its concepts, a
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large number of real-life examples are included as inspiration to the reader. Nespresso's strategy is used throughout the
book to demonstrate each key step of the IpOp Model. It is the first time in print one can read about the strategy that
shaped the fascinating success story of Nespresso, a $3 billion business with double-digit annual growth. Both
Nespresso and the IpOp Model were developed in Switzerland, which was recently ranked No. 1 in innovation worldwide.
Besides helping start-up initiators, the IpOp Model, as best practice for innovation, improves and complements the
existing selection of innovation processes used by large organizations (staged gate, six sigma, etc.). Since learning is
easier when emotions are included in the process, each chapter is preceded by a joke illustrating its serious content. The
author, Prof. Raphael H Cohen took advantage of his 30+ years experience as serial entrepreneur, active CEO and
business angel to write this book to encapsulate some of the key messages he has been teaching in top business
schools and corporate environments since 2001. He is a keynote speaker and an expert in both professional agility and
"weapons of mass innovation." Besides his responsibility as academic director of MBA programs, he provides executive
education, mentoring, consulting and management services for senior executives, bankers, directors and entrepreneurs.
He serves on the board of directors of several companies, including a Swiss bank, and is a regular contributor to several
business publications. He obtained his Ph.D. in Economics in 1982"
The bestselling classic that launched 10,000 startups and new corporate ventures - The Four Steps to the Epiphany is
one of the most influential and practical business books of all time. The Four Steps to the Epiphany launched the Lean
Startup approach to new ventures. It was the first book to offer that startups are not smaller versions of large companies
and that new ventures are different than existing ones. Startups search for business models while existing companies
execute them. The book offers the practical and proven four-step Customer Development process for search and offers
insight into what makes some startups successful and leaves others selling off their furniture. Rather than blindly execute
a plan, The Four Steps helps uncover flaws in product and business plans and correct them before they become costly.
Rapid iteration, customer feedback, testing your assumptions are all explained in this book. Packed with concrete
examples of what to do, how to do it and when to do it, the book will leave you with new skills to organize sales,
marketing and your business for success. If your organization is starting a new venture, and you're thinking how to
successfully organize sales, marketing and business development you need The Four Steps to the Epiphany. Essential
reading for anyone starting something new. The Four Steps to the Epiphany was originally published by K&S Ranch
Publishing Inc. and is now available from Wiley. The cover, design, and content are the same as the prior release and
should not be considered a new or updated product.
How can you establish a customer-centric culture in an organization? This is the first comprehensive book on how to
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actually do service design to improve the quality and the interaction between service providers and customers. You’ll
learn specific facilitation guidelines on how to run workshops, perform all of the main service design methods, implement
concepts in reality, and embed service design successfully in an organization. Great customer experience needs a
common language across disciplines to break down silos within an organization. This book provides a consistent model
for accomplishing this and offers hands-on descriptions of every single step, tool, and method used. You’ll be able to
focus on your customers and iteratively improve their experience. Move from theory to practice and build sustainable
business success.
A practical guide to effective business model testing 7 out of 10 new products fail to deliver on expectations. Testing Business Ideas aims to
reverse that statistic. In the tradition of Alex Osterwalder’s global bestseller Business Model Generation, this practical guide contains a library
of hands-on techniques for rapidly testing new business ideas. Testing Business Ideas explains how systematically testing business ideas
dramatically reduces the risk and increases the likelihood of success for any new venture or business project. It builds on the internationally
popular Business Model Canvas and Value Proposition Canvas by integrating Assumptions Mapping and other powerful lean startup-style
experiments. Testing Business Ideas uses an engaging 4-color format to: Increase the success of any venture and decrease the risk of
wasting time, money, and resources on bad ideas Close the knowledge gap between strategy and experimentation/validation Identify and test
your key business assumptions with the Business Model Canvas and Value Proposition Canvas A definitive field guide to business model
testing, this book features practical tips for making major decisions that are not based on intuition and guesses. Testing Business Ideas
shows leaders how to encourage an experimentation mindset within their organization and make experimentation a continuous, repeatable
process.
The journey from strategy to operating success depends on creating an organization that can deliver the chosen strategy. This book,
explaining the Operating Model Canvas, shows you how to do this. It teaches you how to define the main work processes, choose an
organization structure, develop a high-level blueprint of the IT systems, decide where to locate and how to lay out floor plans, set up
relationships with suppliers and design a management system and scorecard with which to run the new organization. The Operating Model
Canvas helps you to create a target operating model aligned to your strategy. The book contains more than 20 examples ranging from large
multi-nationals to government departments to small charities and from an operating model for a business to an operating model for a
department of five people. The book describes more than 15 tools, including new tools such as the value chain map, the organization model
and the high-level IT blueprint. Most importantly, the book contains two fully worked examples showing how the tools can be used to develop
a new operating model. This book should be on the desk of every consultant, every strategist, every leader of transformation, every functional
business partner, every business or enterprise architect, every Lean expert or business improvement champion, in fact everyone who wants
to help their organization be successful. Additional content can be found on the website for the Operational Model Canvas:
Www.operatingmodelcanvas.com
A handbook striving to defy outmoded business models and design tomorrow's enterprises. Co-created by 470 "Business Model Canvas"
practitioners from 45 countries, the book features a beautiful, highly visual, 4-color design that takes powerful strategic ideas and tools, and
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makes them easy to implement in your organization. It explains the most common Business Model patterns, based on concepts from leading
business thinkers, and helps you reinterpret them for your own context.
Originally conceived by Alexander Osterwalder, the Business Model Canvas is widely used by entrepreneurs to document the status of their
business models. In principle, the Business Model Canvas can be used as a versatile tool for discovering and solving any type of pain on the
planet. However, the Business Model Canvas is sub-optimally used. The Business Model Canvas has 12 "handicaps" that constrain it as a
versatile tool for Open & Multilevel Pain Solving.This book critically and deeply explores the Business Model Canvas with a view to identifying
as well as fixing its handicaps. Complementary tools such as the Business Model Strip, POKER Scorecard, and POKER Canvas are
suggested to be used so that the full potential of the Business Model Canvas can be realized.
Johnson focuses not so much on the development of new technologies and products as on the implementation of new business models. A
successful business model depends on four aspects--a customer value proposition (CVR), a profit formula, and the key resources and
processes that need to be in place in order to deliver value to the custstomer. Building on this simple model, Johnson explores, using a
number of case studies, how companies can move into transforming existing markets, creating new markets, and emerging in a strong
posisition from times of industry upheaval.
Are you frustrated by these common problems? -Lack of a source of motivation common to millennials and boomers alike -Teambuilding
exercises that fail to produce lasting results -Groups that isolate themselves in specialty silos -“Job description myopia,” or employee inability
see the bigger picture -Organization charts that fail to show how work gets done Business Models for Teams helps you solve these problems.
In fact, it may be the last teamwork toolkit you will ever need! Most leaders make the mistake of over-relying on verbal and written
communications. But that approach is outmoded in today’s systems-driven world. Using the same visual tools that made Business Model
Generation and Business Model You so successful worldwide, Business Models for Teams lets you visually depict how any team really works
— and how each person fits in. The Business Models for Teams toolkit provides the missing half of teambuilding, plus a research-based
engagement method that works for employees of all ages. You will discover how to fix job-description myopia and how to accurately depict
where work truly gets done: in the “white space” of organization charts. Business Models for Teams imparts must-have operating acumen,
whether you work in business, government, or the not-for-profit world.
More than 100,000 entrepreneurs rely on this book for detailed, step-by-step instructions on building successful, scalable, profitable startups.
The National Science Foundation pays hundreds of startup teams each year to follow the process outlined in the book, and it's taught at
Stanford, Berkeley, Columbia and more than 100 other leading universities worldwide. Why? The Startup Owner's Manual guides you, stepby-step, as you put the Customer Development process to work. This method was created by renowned Silicon Valley startup expert Steve
Blank, co-creator with Eric Ries of the "Lean Startup" movement and tested and refined by him for more than a decade. This 608-page howto guide includes over 100 charts, graphs, and diagrams, plus 77 valuable checklists that guide you as you drive your company toward
profitability. It will help you: • Avoid the 9 deadly sins that destroy startups' chances for success • Use the Customer Development method to
bring your business idea to life • Incorporate the Business Model Canvas as the organizing principle for startup hypotheses • Identify your
customers and determine how to "get, keep and grow" customers profitably • Compute how you'll drive your startup to repeatable, scalable
profits. The Startup Owner's Manual was originally published by K&S Ranch Publishing Inc. and is now available from Wiley. The cover,
design, and content are the same as the prior release and should not be considered a new or updated product.
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NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER WASHINGTON POST BESTSELLER Winner of the getAbstract 17th International Book Award "The
Seventh Sense is a concept every businessman, diplomat, or student should aspire to master--a powerful idea, backed by stories and figures
that will be impossible to forget." -- Walter Isaacson, author of Steve Jobs and Leonardo da Vinci Endless terror. Refugee waves. An
unfixable global economy. Surprising election results. New billion-dollar fortunes. Miracle medical advances. What if they were all connected?
What if you could understand why? The Seventh Sense is the story of what all of today's successful figures see and feel: the forces that are
invisible to most of us but explain everything from explosive technological change to uneasy political ripples. The secret to power now is
understanding our new age of networks. Not merely the Internet, but also webs of trade, finance, and even DNA. Based on his years of
advising generals, CEOs, and politicians, Ramo takes us into the opaque heart of our world's rapidly connected systems and teaches us what
the losers are not yet seeing--and what the victors of this age already know.

Take advantage of a powerful visual management tool for teams as you work together and deliver great results. It's been used by
thousands of teams for project success! 59% of U.S. workers say that communication is their team's biggest obstacle to success,
followed by accountability at 29% (Atlassian). High-Impact Tools for Teams explains a simple, powerful tool that helps team
leaders and members align and get clarity on exactly who is responsible for each part of the team's most important activities and
projects. The tool is complemented by 4 trust add-ons that help teams build trust and increase psychological safety, so every
member can be confident in sharing ideas or concerns about obstacles the team may face. It's a proven tool for project teams,
based on years of research, and thousands of teams are already using the Team Alignment Map to run effective "get-to-action
meetings", give projects a good start and de-silo organizations. Co-author Alex Osterwalder is the international best-selling author
who co-created the Business Model Canvas, a strategic management tool used by 1 million+ industry leaders globally. Plan as a
team and know who does what Uncover and proactively remove the most likely obstacles to any project Boost team member
contributions Run more effective team meetings Get more successful projects With the guidance of High-Impact Tools for Teams,
you can be better prepared as a team leader or team member to plan effectively, reduce risks, and collaborate with others. Your
team will be accountable and ready to deliver results!
Do you want more free book summaries like this? Download our app for free at https://www.QuickRead.com/App and get access
to hundreds of free book and audiobook summaries. Why Staying Small is the Next Big Thing for Business. If someone asked you
to think of a successful business, you might think about companies like Amazon, Google, Apple, and Starbucks. But using these
companies as a vision of success can be a bit overwhelming. I mean, how can you build a business that successful? Well, it’s
time to change your definition of success. Companies like Amazon and Google are big. But with big companies comes big
problems, you need more profit, more employees, more infrastructure, and more bureaucracies. Is building something that big
worth the stress? Instead, this “bigger is better” mentality is wrong. Success means building something small, where you work a
limited number of hours per year, and enjoy spending quality time with your family, traveling, or even pursuing the hobbies you
love. So rather than building a company that requires more, you should focus on building one that requires less: a company of
one. As you read, you’ll learn why staying small should be your end goal, how to find purpose in your work, and how to start your
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business without needing large investments or investors.
The authors of the international bestseller Business Model Generation explain how to create value propositions customers can’t
resist Value Proposition Design helps you tackle the core challenge of every business — creating compelling products and services
customers want to buy. This highly practical book, paired with its online companion, will teach you the processes and tools you
need to create products that sell. Using the same stunning visual format as the authors’ global bestseller, Business Model
Generation, this sequel explains how to use the “Value Proposition Canvas” to design, test, create, and manage products and
services customers actually want. Value Proposition Design is for anyone who has been frustrated by new product meetings
based on hunches and intuitions; it’s for anyone who has watched an expensive new product launch fail in the market. The book
will help you understand the patterns of great value propositions, get closer to customers, and avoid wasting time with ideas that
won’t work. You’ll learn the simple process of designing and testing value propositions, that perfectly match customers’ needs
and desires. In addition the book gives you exclusive access to an online companion on Strategyzer.com. You will be able to
assess your work, learn from peers, and download pdfs, checklists, and more. Value Proposition Design is an essential companion
to the ”Business Model Canvas” from Business Model Generation, a tool embraced globally by startups and large corporations
such as MasterCard, 3M, Coca Cola, GE, Fujitsu, LEGO, Colgate-Palmolive, and many more. Value Proposition Design gives you
a proven methodology for success, with value propositions that sell, embedded in profitable business models."
Business Model Generation is a handbook for visionaries, game changers, and challengers striving to defy outmoded business
models and design tomorrow's enterprises. If your organization needs to adapt to harsh new realities, but you don't yet have a
strategy that will get you out in front of your competitors, you need Business Model Generation. Co-created by 470 "Business
Model Canvas" practitioners from 45 countries, the book features a beautiful, highly visual, 4-color design that takes powerful
strategic ideas and tools, and makes them easy to implement in your organization. It explains the most common Business Model
patterns, based on concepts from leading business thinkers, and helps you reinterpret them for your own context. You will learn
how to systematically understand, design, and implement a game-changing business model--or analyze and renovate an old one.
Along the way, you'll understand at a much deeper level your customers, distribution channels, partners, revenue streams, costs,
and your core value proposition. Business Model Generation features practical innovation techniques used today by leading
consultants and companies worldwide, including 3M, Ericsson, Capgemini, Deloitte, and others. Designed for doers, it is for those
ready to abandon outmoded thinking and embrace new models of value creation: for executives, consultants, entrepreneurs, and
leaders of all organizations. If you're ready to change the rules, you belong to "the business model generation!"
How to use this book: 8 Chapters; 48 Case studies; 20 Tools; 7 Core skills; 29 Designers; 36 Hacks; >150 Visuals.
This authoritative and accessible investment classic promises rare insight into what it really takes to run money in a top-performing
investment fund. Anthony Bolton, the UK’s most successful stock market investor, tells the story of his contrarian approach to
managing money. He provides invaluable lessons on the factors that really matter in picking a stock: the need to identify good
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managers, how to run a portfolio, the importance of value investing, reading charts and how to trade successfully. It’s not easy to
continually buy low and sell high. This book gives clear directions for doing well in the stock market, and doing well consistently.
Investing Against the Tide shows you how to make the right decisions at the right time. Anthony Bolton is considered the UK’s
most successful stock market investor and fund manager. Over twenty five years he delivered a market-beating return of 20% in
his Fidelity Special Situations Fund. How did he do it, and what can you learn from him? In Investing Against the Tide, Anthony
Bolton tells the story of his contrarian approach to managing money. He provides invaluable lessons on the factors that really
matter when investing: how to pick a stock, the need to identify good managers, how to run a portfolio, the importance of value
investing, reading charts and how to trade successfully. In this account of financial accomplishment, Bolton reveals the secrets of
his success. It’s not easy constantly to buy low and sell high and this book gives clear directions for doing well in the stock market,
and doing well consistently. Chapter by chapter Investing Against the Tide shows you how to make the right decisions at the right
time and featured key lessons show you how you really can learn from a life running money. Investing Against the Tideis an
authoritative guide for investment professionals, offering them a rare insight into what it really takes to run money in a topperforming fund, as well as providing amateur investors the chance to learn the stock-picking strategies from a leading moneymanager. About the author Anthony Bolton left Cambridge University with a degree in engineering to begin a career in the City. He
started as a graduate trainee working for Keyser Ullmann in 1971 before taking up a full time position as an assistant in their
investment department. In 1976 he moved to Schlesingers where he became, for the first time, an investment manager. In 1979,
aged 29, he was recruited by Fidelity, the international fund management group, as one of its first London-based investment
managers, a move that proved to be the launch of a long and successful career. In surveys of professional investors, he is
regularly voted the fund manager most respected by his peers. He retired from full-time investment management at the end of
2007, but continues to work at Fidelity as a mentor of the analysts and younger fund managers as well as being involved in
overseeing Fidelity’s investment process. His hobby is composing classical music. Anthony Bolton is married with three children
and lives in West Sussex.
A strong business model is the bedrock to business success. But all too often we fail to adapt, clinging to outdated models that are
no longer delivering the results we need. The brains behind The Business Model Navigator have discovered that just 55 business
models are responsible for 90% of the world's most successful businesses. These 55 models – from the Add-On model used by
Ryanair to the Subscription model used by Spotify – provide the blueprints you need to revolutionise your business and drive
powerful change. As well as providing a practical framework for adapting and innovating your business model, this book also
includes each of the 55 models in a quick-read format that covers: What it is Who invented it and who uses it now When and how
to apply it “An excellent toolkit for developing your business model.” Dr Heinz Derenbach, CEO, Bosch Software Innovations
Millions of Americans own their own businesses, and millions more dream of doing the same. But starting your own business is a
pretty complicated matter, especially with all the legal issues and paperwork. This updated edition of the top-selling small business
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resource is chock-full of information, resources, and helpful hints on making the transition from a great idea to a great business. If
you’ve got a great idea for your own business, you need the kind of straightforward advice you’ll find here — the kind of advice
you’d normally only get from business schools and MBA courses. Small Business Kit For Dummies, Second Edition covers all the
basics on: Recent tax law changes Balancing your finances Hiring and keeping employees Effective management strategies
Accounting fundamentals In addition to the basics of business, you’ll also find top-class advice on more advanced business
basics, like business plans, the ins and outs of contracts, and using the Internet to expand your business. For entrepreneurs large
and small, this comprehensive resource offers authoritative guidance on all your biggest business concerns, and offers unbeatable
advice on such topics as: Choosing your business structure — from LLCs to S corps How to develop and write a standard business
proposal Going public, issuing stock, and keeping a stock ledger Raising capital and understanding securities laws Bookkeeping
standard practices Tax basics for small businesses Handling the paperwork for new hires Designing employee compensation
plans Working with independent contractors and consultants Patent and copyright protections Dealing with the Press In addition,
the book includes a CD-ROM full of helpful resources — forms, contracts, and even sample versions of the most popular software
for small businesses. With Small Business Kit For Dummies you’ll find all the tools you need to get your small business up and
running — and keep it running for years and years to come.
In the years following the publication of Patrick Lencioni’s best-seller The Five Dysfunctions of a Team, fans have been clamoring
for more information on how to implement the ideas outlined in the book. In Overcoming the Five Dysfunctions of a Team, Lencioni
offers more specific, practical guidance for overcoming the Five Dysfunctions—using tools, exercises, assessments, and real-world
examples. He examines questions that all teams must ask themselves: Are we really a team? How are we currently performing?
Are we prepared to invest the time and energy required to be a great team? Written concisely and to the point, this guide gives
leaders, line managers, and consultants alike the tools they need to get their teams up and running quickly and effectively.
Don't Just Plan-Zero In on a Winning Business Model! Before you write a business plan, before you start marketing, before you
look for funding, you should develop the most important tool in your business arsenal: a business model. A great business model
sets amazing successes apart from failures. Don Debelak reveals how to create a winning business concept, develop a business
plan around it, and turn it into a successful business venture. Whether you're starting a new business or looking to revitalize an
existing operation, you'll learn: What a model is, why it's important, how it works and how it can improve your business How to
maximize your chances of success with an easy-to-use scoring system How to use your business model to increase your chances
of receiving funding Strategies for using your model to write a business plan that really works Take your business to the height of
success with this can't-miss strategy.
The long-awaited follow-up to the international bestsellers, Business Model Generation and Value Proposition Design Alex
Osterwalder and Yves Pigneurs’ Business Model Canvas changed the way the world creates and plans new business models. It
has been used by corporations and startups and consultants around the world and is taught in hundreds of universities. After years
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of researching how the world’s best companies develop, test, and scale new business models, the authors have produced their
definitive work. The Invincible Company explains what every organization can learn from the business models of the world’s most
exciting companies. The book explains how companies such as Amazon, IKEA, Airbnb, Microsoft, and Logitech, have been able to
create immensely successful businesses and disrupt entire industries. At the core of these successes are not just great products
and services, but profitable, innovative business models--and the ability to improve existing business models while consistently
launching new ones. The Invincible Company presents practical new tools for measuring, managing, and accelerating innovation,
and strategies for reducing risk when launching new business models. Serving as a blueprint for your growth strategy, The
Invincible Company explains how to constantly stay ahead of your competition. In-depth chapters explain how to create new
growth engines, change how products and services are created and delivered, extract maximum profit from each type of business
model, and much more. New tools—such as the Business Model Portfolio Map, Innovation Metrics, Innovation Strategy Framework,
and the Culture Map—enable readers to understand how to design invincible companies. The Invincible Company: ? Helps large
and small companies build their growth strategy and manage their core simultaneously ? Explains the world's best modern and
historic business models ? Provides tools to assess your business model, innovation readiness, and all of your innovation projects
Presented in striking 4-color, and packed with practical visuals and tools, The Invincible Company is a must-have book for
business leaders, entrepreneurs, and innovation professionals.
Designing for Growth: A Design Thinking Tool Kit for Managers (D4G) showed how organizations can use design thinking to boost
innovation and drive growth. This updated and expanded companion guide is a stand-alone project workbook that provides a stepby-step framework for applying the D4G tool kit and process to a particular project, systematically explaining how to address the
four key questions of the design thinking approach. In the field book, Jeanne Liedtka, Tim Ogilvie, and Rachel Brozenske guide
readers through the design process with reminders of key D4G takeaways as they progress. Readers learn to identify an
opportunity, draft a design brief, conduct research, establish design criteria, brainstorm, develop concepts, create napkin pitches,
make prototypes, solicit feedback from stakeholders, and run learning launches. This second edition is suitable for projects in
business, nonprofit, and government contexts, with all-new tools, practical advice, and facilitation tips. A new introduction
discusses the relationship between strategy and design thinking.
100 Blank, Extra Large, Tear-Out Canvases Give You More Space to Brainstorm and Strategize Millions of people use the
Business Model Canvas and the Value Proposition Canvas to clearly understand customers, create better products, and grow
businesses. This supplement to the bestselling books, Business Model Generation and Value Proposition Design gives you more
space to scribble, brainstorm, and move sticky notes—with 50 blank, extra-large, tear-out Business Model Canvases (15” x 11” or
38cm x 28cm) and 50 blank, extra-large, tear-out Value Proposition Canvases (15” x 11” or 38cm x 28cm). The large format
makes it easier to keep the creative ideas flowing, be inspired, and share your work with others. In addition to the 100 blank
canvases, the two sample “learning canvases” provide trigger questions to help you learn to use each box in the canvas and jumpPage 10/15
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start progress. Whether you’re chasing down a game-changing business model or working to evaluate and refresh an old one, the
highly visual, spacious design makes it easy to use the powerful centerpiece tool in Business Model Generation to lead your
product, brand, or company into the next stage of growth. If you need space to think hard about your value proposition, the 50
blank Value Proposition Canvases will help you create products and services that perfectly match your customers’ needs and
desires. When business conversations become mired in hunches and intuitions, or you’re haunted by that expensive new product
launch that flopped, these canvases offer a quick way to raise the collective intelligence of your team. Tear out a blank canvas and
design a powerful visual business model or value proposition based on the global bestsellers Business Model Generation and
Value Proposition Design. These transformational business tools have proven themselves at all types of companies, from start-ups
to such large organizations as MasterCard, 3M, Coca Cola, GE, Fujitsu, LEGO, and Philips.
Trend-Driven Innovation Beat accelerating customer expectations. Every business leader, entrepreneur, innovator, and marketer
wants to know where customers are headed. The problem? The received wisdom on how to find out is wrong. In this startling new
book, the team at TrendWatching share a powerful, counter-intuitive truth: to discover what people want next, stop looking at
customers and start looking at businesses. That means learning how to draw powerful insights from the way leading brands and
disruptive startups—from Apple to Uber, Chipotle to Patagonia—redefine customer expectations. Sharing the secrets that have led
thousands of the world's most successful brands and agencies to rely on TrendWatching for over a decade, Trend-Driven
Innovation is the book that will reconfigure your view of the business world forever. You'll learn: How to spot emerging trends using
three crucial building blocks, and how to recognize the expectation gaps that herald opportunity. Why most professionals focus on
precisely the wrong trends and innovations, and how to avoid this. How to turn trends and insights into innovations that customers
will love. Amid the endless change that defines today's business environment, opportunity is everywhere. Highly practical, and
featuring real-world examples from around the world, Trend-Driven Innovation is the actionable, battle-tested manual that will
enable you harness those opportunities time after time. Setting you up to build an organization that matters, products customers
love, and campaigns people can't stop talking about.
O método de uma página para reinventar sua carreira e a si mesmo O best-seller mundial Business Model Generation: Inovação
em Modelos de Negócios introduziu uma maneira visual única para resumir e criativamente debater qualquer negócio ou ideia de
produto em uma única folha de papel. Business Model You: O Modelo de Negócios Pessoal usa o mesmo método poderoso de
uma página para ensinar aos leitores como desenhar "modelos de negócios pessoais", que revelam novas formas de suas
habilidades serem adaptadas às necessidades de mudança do mercado para revelar novas e mais gratificantes possibilidades na
carreira e na vida. Produzido pela mesma equipe que criou o Business Model Generation, este livro é baseado na metodologia
Business Model Canvas, que rapidamente se tornou referência mundial quando se fala de inovação. Este livro mostra ao leitor
como: - Compreender o pensamento do modelo de negócios e desenhar o seu atual modelo de negócio pessoal. - Posicionar o
valor de sua habilidade no mercado e definir o seu propósito. - Articular uma plano para mudança. - Criar um novo modelo de
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negócio pessoal harmonizado com este plano para mudança e - mais importante - a testar e a implementar esse novo modelo. Criar um novo e efetivo modelo de negócio para a sua vida e a sua carreira. Apresentação à edição brasileira: É com grande
alegria que apresentamos a edição brasileira do Business Model You. Este tema tem transformado nossas vidas, nos
proporcionado o conhecimento de novos amigos, estabelecido novos marcos e ampliado o campo das possibilidades. A produção
do conteúdo do Business Model You: O Modelo de Negócios Pessoal teve origem em uma comunidade via internet
(vwww.businessmodelyou.com) que reuniu os principais autores do Business Model Generation, Alexander Osterwalder e Yves
Pigneur, e, com a iniciativa de Tim Clark, gerou um produto direcionado para auxiliar pessoas a pensarem em suas vidas. A
iniciativa reuniu 328 profissionais em 43 países. Em tempos de mudanças frenéticas, as organizações têm se deparado com
concorrências antes não imaginadas, decorrentes da inovação e da globalização. Diante desse quadro, as empresas passam a
contratar pessoas dentro de projetos para trabalhar por resultados e não mais por atividade, e os profissionais tornam-se
empresários de si próprios. Ao mesmo tempo, amplia-se a necessidade do cultivo de uma visão empreendedora por parte dos
profissionais, quer seja a sua própria carreira, quer seja a sua posição dentro do contexto organizacional. Passamos a nos
engajar em empreendimentos originados por boas ideias, que geram bons projetos e que devem ser pautados pela ética para que
consigam decolar dentro deste mercado complexo e competitivo. A antiga forma das relações de trabalho, que tantas vezes
provocaram ansiedade nas pessoas por ser o eixo no qual se organizava a vida associativa começa a ter um fim, abrindo espaço
para novas possibilidades de relacionamento da vida humana organizada. Então, como ser diferente dentro do quadro que se
apresenta para as pessoas que se agrupam em torno de um objetivo comum? Como despertar a visão empreendedora dos
futuros líderes que comandarão esta sociedade em mudanças? Como resgatar o senso de ética em nossos empreendedores?
Como educar os nossos jovens para essa visão desafiadora da vida? Estas têm sido algumas das perguntas que nos têm
motivado nos últimos anos, promovendo uma oportunidade ou espaço que estimule a autorreflexão, a formação do caráter, o
cultivo de valores, o desenvolvimento do nível de consciência que formam cidadãos empreendedores e comprometidos. Vemos
alguns sentimentos predominarem entre muitos profissionais que necessitam de um apoio em sua carreira ou negócios: medo,
dúvida ou descrença ocorrem eventualmente. E o que precisamos é despertar a confiança. Quando o padrão de comportamento
vigente é o medo, a energia resultante é de competição e o relacionamento interpessoal é superficial, consequentemente, a
evolução das pessoas acontece de forma isolada. Por sua vez, se o padrão for de confiança, a energia reinante será de
colaboração e ocorre a coevolução entre as pessoas. O mundo está passando por constantes mudanças, onde todos os valores
estão sendo questionados. Por um lado, temos uma corrida pela cultura globalizada, o ser melhor, a missão de competir e de
ganhar sempre. Do outro, temos a visão de uma aldeia humana, onde resgatamos nossos valores, importando realmente o brilho
de cada um, a sua contribuição e prevalecendo a colaboração. O Business Model You é um convite para que as pessoas
desenvolvam uma nova percepção para o entendimento da vida em sociedade e o papel que lhes é atribuído. Não são receitas
ou fórmulas de autoajuda, mas uma descoberta de processo de autorreflexão com resultados que vão além do que se pode
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prever. Por exemplo: o hidrogênio é inflamável, o oxigênio é respirável. Quando juntamos H e O, temos a água que é “bebível”,
correspondendo a uma propriedade nova, inesperada, inexplicável a partir de “inflamável” ou “respirável”. Quando juntamos
diferentes olhares, um novo olhar surgirá inesperado e inexplicável. Assim é a vida. O Business Model You abre essa
possibilidade de encontrar outras fórmulas para a vida das pessoas. Cruzar especialidades e conhecimentos e descobrir novos
significados, de uma forma simples e direta, divertida e inteligente. Diferente de outros livros voltados à orientação vocacional ou
de carreira, este livro proporciona o pensamento visual e resgata a cor e o lúdico para as pessoas. Esperamos sinceramente que
ele possa ser tão significativo para quem o ler, assim como foi para nós participar do seu processo de cocriação. Desejamos a
todos uma ótima leitura! Maria Augusta Orofino e Renato Nobre Editores do blog bmgenbrasil.com e cocriadores junto aos
demais 328 profissionais do Business Model You.
A one-page tool to reinvent yourself and your career The global bestseller Business Model Generationintroduced a unique visual
way to summarize and creativelybrainstorm any business or product idea on a single sheet of paper.Business Model You uses the
same powerful one-page tool toteach readers how to draw "personal business models," which revealnew ways their skills can be
adapted to the changing needs of themarketplace to reveal new, more satisfying, career and lifepossibilities. Produced by the
same team that created BusinessModel Generation, this book is based on the Business ModelCanvas methodology, which has
quickly emerged as the world'sleading business model description and innovation technique. This book shows readers how to:
Understand business model thinking and diagram their currentpersonal business model Understand the value of their skills in the
marketplace anddefine their purpose Articulate a vision for change Create a new personal business model harmonized with
thatvision, and most important, test and implement the new model When you implement the one-page tool from Business
ModelYou, you create a game-changing business model for your lifeand career.
Shake up and redefine the market by changing your game! Gamechangers are brands that have turned the world of business upside down.
They win through ambition and innovation rather than legacy and scale, out-thinking the competition, focusing on the growth markets, and
embracing technology in more human ways. Gamechangers provides you with the tools to help you generate innovative ideas that will set
you apart as a gamechanger. Its detailed case studies will inspire you by exploring extraordinary next generation brands who are changing
the game. . . and winning. Gamechangers is a highly practical book packed with smart "tools" and accompanied by a digital platform, the
Gamechanger Studio, to help you apply and implement the best game-changing ideas from around the world into your own business.
Gamechangers offers guidance on: Thinking smarter and acting faster Embracing the new tricks of business Understanding how
gamechangers dream and disrupt Delivering practical results and winning
Value Creation from E-Business Models provides a thorough analysis of what constitutes an e-business model. Unlike many e-business
books available, this text draws together theoretical and empirical contributions from leading academic scholars in the field of management
information systems. Divided into four parts, E-Business Models and Taxonomies; E-Business Markets; E-Business Customer Performance
Measurement; and E-Business Vendor Applications and Services, this book is the critical dissection of E-Business that today's academic
community needs. * World class academic contributors brought together in one volume * Demonstrates that there are e-business models
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which create value for customers and vendors alike * Learn from the lessons of the past five years in developing and implementing ebusiness models
This volume examines the organisational dimension of business model innovation. Drawing on organisational theory and empirical
observation, the contributors specifically highlight organisational design aspects of business model innovation, focusing on how reward
systems, power distributions, routines and standard operating procedures, the allocation of authority, and other aspects of organisational
structure and control should be designed to support the business model the firm chooses.
Managing Systems and Documentation addresses the main systems necessary for the successful operation of a maintenance organization,
such as performance control, work control and documentation. It shows how they can be modelled, their function and operating principles,
and the main problems encountered in operation. It is the third of three stand-alone companion books with the aim of providing better
understanding of maintenance operations, in order to identify problems and prescribe effective solutions. This is one of three stand-alone
volumes designed to provide maintenance professionals in any sector with a better understanding of maintenance management, enabling the
identification of problems and the delivery of effective solutions. * The third of three stand-alone companion books, focusing on the main
systems necessary for the successful operation of a maintenance organization * Covers the maintenance of plant, production and operations
assets in industry and service sectors, including manufacturing, food and process engineering, minerals and mining, transport, power and IT *
Includes review questions, exercises and case studies * Clearly specified objectives and learning outcomes are given for each chapter,
including a route map to link each chapter to the rest of the topics covered
With more than 500 new apps entering the market every day, what does it take to build a successful digital product? You can greatly reduce
your risk of failure with design sprints, a process that enables your team to prototype and test a digital product idea within a week. This
practical guide shows you exactly what a design sprint involves and how you can incorporate the process into your organization. Design
sprints not only let you test digital product ideas before you pour too many resources into a project, they also help everyone get on
board—whether they’re team members, decision makers, or potential users. You’ll know within days whether a particular product idea is
worth pursuing. Design sprints enable you to: Clarify the problem at hand, and identify the needs of potential users Explore solutions through
brainstorming and sketching exercises Distill your ideas into one or two solutions that you can test Prototype your solution and bring it to life
Test the prototype with people who would use it
"Building Successful Partner Channels" is a book laying out the roadmap for achieving global market leadership through independent channel
partners in the software industry. When Microsoft acquired Navision in 2002 there is no doubt that the price they paid was heavily influenced
by the value of our channel partner eco-system. I can think of no one better suited than Hans Peter to write a book with the title Building
Successful Partner Channels. Preben Damgaard, Co-founder and CEO of Navision Predictable growth and market leadership through
independent channel partners are on every software industry CEO and sales executives' mind. However, it is rarely achieved. With "Building
Successful Partner Channels" Hans Peter Bech provides a great tactical approach toward reaching this goal. Torulf Nilsson, Product
Executive, Visma Retail, Oslo, Norway Hans Peter Bech has been at the forefront developing indirect channels in the software industry for
more than three decades and his track record is impressive. I'd highly recommend this book to anyone searching for the route to global
market leadership in the software industry. Yusuf Soner, School of Management at the Sabanci University, Istanbul, Turkey Building
Successful Partner Channels provides a powerful, practical approach to building a strong network of independent channel partners, so as to
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optimize sales and marketing activities. The book helps senior sales and marketing executives understand how to work in concert to achieve
global market leadership through the indirect-channel approach. Toke Kruse, Founder and CEO at Billy, San Francisco, USA
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